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Self-consistent modeling of photoionization and the Kerr
e!ect in bulk solids
Jeremy R. Gulley* and Thomas E. Lanier
Department of Physics, Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw, GA, 30144, USA
ABSTRACT
In calculations of ultrafast laser-induced ionization the treatment of fundamental mechanisms such as pho-
toionization and the Kerr e!ect are treated in isolation using monochromatic perturbative approaches. Such
approaches are often questionable for pulses of ultrashort duration and multi-chromatic spectra. In this work
we address this issue by solving the quantum optical Bloch equations in a 3D quasi-momentum space and show
how to couple this model to ultrashort pulse propagation in dielectrics. This approach self-consistently couples a
quantum calculation of the photoionization yield, the photoionization current, and the current from free-carriers
with the traditional Kerr e!ect (self-focusing and self phase modulation) without resort to a perturbative treat-
ment. The material band structure is taken in the tight binding limit and is periodic in the crystal momentum
space. As this model makes no assumption about the pulse spectrum, we examine the laser-material interaction
of strongly chirped pulses and multi-color multi-pulse schemes of laser-induced material modification. These
results are compared to those predicted by standard treatments, such as the Keldysh model of photoionization,
for pulses of ultrashort duration.
Keywords: Ultrashort laser pulse propagation, Kerr e!ect, Photoionization, Self-focusing, Laser-induced ion-
ization, Multi-chromatic pulse, Optical Bloch equations
1. INTRODUCTION
Ultrashort laser pulses have been widely used to study the onset of laser-induced damage.1–5 One major advan-
tage of such pulses is that their short duration can avoid the onset of thermal e!ects while the pulse is in transit
through the material. Another advantage is that the femtosecond is on the time scale of processes found within
the atom, making ultrashort pulses ideal to study the details of fast interactions that are typically time-averaged.
However, the spectrum of an ultrashort pulse is not truly monochromatic. It follows that ultrashort pulses will
not always interact with a material analogously to a longer pulse whose frequency is well defined. In calculating
laser material interactions, this fact is typically ignored in the interest of simplicity. This is consequential in the
case of ionization,5–7 but it is also important for other areas of nonlinear optics.8, 9 In particular, for dielectrics
the Kerr e!ect ceases to be well approximated as an instantaneous contribution to the polarization when the
laser frequency approaches a two-photon resonance of the material.10, 11
Emerging applications and interests in the areas of multi-color laser-machining,5, 12, 13 high harmonic gen-
eration (HHG),14–16 and pulse filamentation17, 18 have necessitated a deeper understanding of the fundamental
processes in ultrafast laser-material interactions while maintaining a computational simplicity su"cient to si-
multaneously model pulse propagation through the medium. In this proceedings paper, we explore a simple yet
comprehensive model of ultrafast laser material interaction for ultrashort and multi-color pulses. It is intended
to give a qualitative and computationally e"cient description of linear, nonlinear, and ionization e!ects in an
approximately collisionless medium. The possible role of collisions, being approximated by dephasing rates, can
be easily included in the model.
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Figure 1. The calculated linear (a) and nonlinear (b) refractive indices as functions of laser wavelength.
2. PHYSICAL MODEL
The electron dynamics under the dipole approximation are often described by the semiconductor Bloch equa-
tions.16 In the limit of a collisionless medium the semiconductor Bloch equations reduce to the optical Bloch
equations (OBEs) where the e!ects of collisions on the polarization are approximated by dephasing rates.19 For














































where nv,k, nc,k, nc!,k are the electron occupation numbers at the quasi-momentum vector k for the valence (v),
first conduction (c), and second conduction (c") bands, respectively. Here, Pij,k is the coherence between the i and
j bands and dij,k is the corresponding dipole matrix element. Only vertical transitions in the quasi-momentum
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In the above equations, the interband dipole matrix elements are related to the momentum matrix elements by
di#=j,k = !ih̄ |e|pi#=j,k/(m0"ij,k), whereas the intraband dipole elements are accounted for by the terms including
the k-space gradients.15 Furthermore, we assume negligible dipole coupling between the valence and the upper
conduction band, i.e. dvc!,k # 0. The dephasing rate # is also assumed to be zero, but can easily be changed
to approximate the e!ects of collisions. In this work the band structure is approximated when calculating
the transition energies by "cvk = "gap +
%
n={x,y,z} [#n !#n cos(kndn)], "
c!v









k . Here, the coe"cient #n = h̄
2/(mnd2n), dn is the lattice constant of the material in the n
th
spatial dimension, and mn is the reduced e!ective mass for that dimension. When one chooses dx = dy = dz ,
this type of band structure is simple cubic in nature. We note that it has been used to qualitatively model the
electron dynamics of solids,20, 21 and has also been used in weighted combinations to model more realistic crystal
structures.14, 15
To obtain both linear and nonlinear optics consistent with many optical glasses, we select values of dx =
dy = dz = 0.26 nm, di#=j,k=0 = !i1.76 $ 10$29 C m, and mx = my = mz = 0.43me, where me is the rest
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Figure 2. The 2D density of states for a simple cubic tight-binding band structure.
electron mass. The energy separation between the top of the first conduction band and the bottom of the second
conduction band is assumed to be "sep = 0.1 eV. The linear and nonlinear refractive indices associated with these
values and our chosen band structure can be calculated by a quantum sum over states and are shown in Fig. 1.
The electric field E(t) is assumed to be linearly polarized in the z direction. Under these conditions, the
solving of Equations (1)-(6) in the full 3D momentum space can be simplified for our chosen band structure
by making the coordinate transformation {kx, ky, kz} % {"xy, kz}. Here, the transverse energy coordinate "xy
contains all of the quasi-momentum dependence for directions normal to the field polarization. The density of
states under this new coordinate system is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of "xy. Note that this density of states
is constant for all kz. Under the new coordinates, the total ionization, total polarization, and the free-current



















!e ni($xy, kz)%vi($xy, kz) g($xy, kz) d$xy dkz , (9)
where %vi = (1/h̄)"k$i,k. The results of solving this system of equations for ultrashort and multi-color pulse
systems are shown below. This change of coordinates reduces the time required for the full 3D momentum space
calculation from days to minutes.
3. RESULTS
For exposure to a 800 nm, 20 fs pulse with a peak intensity of 10 TW/cm2, Fig. 3 shows the final occupation
numbers in the first conduction band as a function of "xy and kz . Here one can see the evidence of multi-photon
absorption in the various rungs of the final electron distribution. We note that there were also electrons in the
second conduction band, albeit with occupation numbers an order of magnitude or less than those of the first
conduction band. The corresponding nonlinear polarization for this pulse is shown in Fig. 4. Also shown in
Fig. 4 is the calculation of the traditional Kerr e!ect PKerr(t) = "0&(3)E3(t). The agreement between the two
models is initially good. As ionization increases, however, the emergence of higher harmonics becomes evident
in the full calculation. Figure 5(a) shows the full current density calculation along with the classical free current
density calculated by Jc(t) = (e2/mr)
( t
$% E(t)Nk(t)dt, where Nk(t) is the ionization yield calculated by the
Keldysh model.22 Figure 5(b) show the time integrated values of both quantities in Figure 5(a) so that they
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Figure 3. The occupation probability nc as a function of the transverse energy !xy and the field-polarized momentum kz
after exposure to a 20 fs, 800 nm laser pulse.
Figure 4. The calculated nonlinear polarization (solid-black line) and the traditional Kerr-type polarization (dashed-red
line) during exposure to a 20 fs, 800 nm laser pulse.
appear as polarization contributions. Note that initially the full free polarization makes a contribution that is,
in form, indistinguishable from the ordinary Kerr e!ect. Only after ionization occurs does the full free current
match the form of the classical current, which in turn leads to plasma defocusing of a laser beam.
Figure 6 shows the ionization yields for 50 fs single and multi-color pulse combinations: for a 800 nm pulse of
peak intensity 7.5 TW/cm2 (shown in red), a 267 nm pulse of peak intensity 2.5 TW/cm2 (shown in purple), and
both pulses present simultaneously (shown in green). All the pulses are assumed to be Gaussian and centered
about t = 0. Figure 7 shows the analogous results, but with the 267 nm pulse (third harmonic) replaced with
a 400 nm pulse (second harmonic) of the same pulse width and intensity. In each case the conduction electron
population oscillates with time according to the field by absorption and stimulated emission (purely adiabatic
transitions). Only after the pulse is gone does it become clear what the final ionization yield is. Out of all the
individual pulses, the 267 nm pulse has the highest yield in isolation, despite being one-third the intensity of the
800 nm field. This is due to its higher multi-photon ionization probability. Once the fields are combined, the
resulting yield increases by an order of magnitude, which is much more than simply adding the ionization yields
of the two individual pulses, as is sometimes done in the literature.5 This fact is even more pronounced once the
267 nm pulse is switched with an otherwise 400 nm pulse in Fig. 7. These results demonstrate the importance of
multi-chromatic field interference e!ects when multiple pulses are present simultaneously. A simple rate equation
approach of adding the ionization yields of two individual pulses together can underestimate the total yield by
well over an order of magnitude if the delay between the pulses is not su"ciently large.
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Figure 5. The calculated free current densities (a) and polarizations (b) as calculated by the OBEs (solid-black lines) and
the classical free charge current (dashed-red line) during exposure to a 20 fs, 800 nm laser pulse.
Figure 6. The total conduction band populations Nc as a function of time for 50 fs pulses of wavelengths 800 nm (red
line, Ipeak = 10 TW/cm
2), 267 nm (purple line, Ipeak = 2.5 TW/cm
2), and both pulses combined (green line).
Figure 7. The total conduction band populations Nc as a function of time for 50 fs pulses of wavelengths 800 nm (red
line, Ipeak = 10 TW/cm
2), 400 nm (purple line, Ipeak = 2.5 TW/cm
2), and both pulses combined (green line).
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4. DISCUSSION
The results in Figs. 3-5 collectively suggest that the traditional separation of ionization calculations from those of
nonlinear optical e!ects is not generally appropriate for ultrashort pulses. The multi-chromatic results in Figs. 6
and 7 additionally suggest that simplified rate equation approaches that add multi-photon ionization rates from
individual pulses that are simultaneously present can make errors of an order of magnitude or greater. With
these facts in mind, it is also important to remember the qualitative nature of the model that we have used
in this work. A simple cubic band structure for a three band system was used to model materials generally
possessing more complicated crystal structures. Thus the presented results are also of a qualitative nature, but
they give insight into processes of importance not just to laser-induced damage of dielectrics, but also to high
harmonic generation and pulse filamentation in solids. Furthermore, by reducing the full 3D momentum space
into an e!ective 2D system of equations, such calculations can be performed on time-scales su"cient to couple
with pulse propagation simulations. If extended to account for more complicated crystals (additional bands and
more realistic band structures) this approach can self-consistently couple the ionization and nonlinear optical
calculations of ultrashort pulses in many solids of interest.
5. CONCLUSION
Calculations of ultrafast laser-induced ionization and nonlinear optical e!ects, such as the Kerr e!ect, are typically
treated in isolation using monochromatic perturbative approaches. This simplification is often necessary due to
the lack of knowledge of the detailed material properties, or for computational reasons. However, this approach
is not valid for pulses of ultrashort duration and multi-chromatic spectra. The quantum optical Bloch equations
in a 3D quasi-momentum space can be reduced to an e!ective 2D system of equations that can be coupled to
ultrashort pulse propagation in dielectrics. The material band structure is taken in the tight binding limit and
is periodic in the quasi-momentum space. Such an approach calculates the contributions of photoionization, the
Kerr e!ect, and current from free carriers in a self-consistent way that makes no assumptions about the pulse
spectrum. It provides an e"cient mechanism to qualitatively study laser-material interactions important to
laser-induced damage and many other active areas of research. In particular, photoionization and the Kerr e!ect
are shown to be strongly coupled for ultrashort pulses on the order of 20 fs or less, contrary to the predictions
of more traditional approaches. The comparisons of ionization yields for ultrashort pulses of di!erent colors,
both combined and in isolation, further demonstrate the need for such models in advancing our understanding
of multi-chromatic approaches to laser-induced modifications of solids.
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